We address the problem of whether and how adaptation to suppression of visual information occurs in catching behavior. To this end, subjects were provided with advance information about the height of fall and the mass of a ball and an auditory cue signaled the time of release. Adaptation did occur, as indicated by the unimpaired ability to catch the ball without vision; however, it involved a major reorganization of the muscle responses.
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We address the problem of whether and how adaptation to suppression of visual information occurs in catching behavior. To this end, subjects were provided with advance information about the height of fall and the mass of a ball and an auditory cue signaled the time of release. Adaptation did occur, as indicated by the unimpaired ability to catch the ball without vision; however, it involved a major reorganization of the muscle responses.
The subjects were unable to produce anticipatory activity consistently, but preset the responses elicited by the impact. These responses were more complex and prolonged than those observed in the control experiments (with vision). In particular, medium-and long-latency responses were much larger, and the changes in elbow, wrist, and metacarpophalangeal angles following impact were more oscillatory than in the control. The general pattern of the EMG responses switched from that characteristic of catching with vision to that characteristic of catching without vision from the first trial of each experiment. However, the responses produced without vision were calibrated adaptively in the course of an experiment. In fact, the limb oscillations induced by the impact were significantly larger in the first trial than in the following trials. This seems to suggest that the parameters of the responses are adjusted based on an internal model of the dynamic interaction between the falling ball and the limb. This model is initially constructed from a priori knowledge on impact parameters and is subsequently updated on the basis of the kinesthetic and cutaneous information obtained during the first trial.
In the preceding paper, we showed that catching a falling ball in the presence of vision involves anticipatory and reflex coactivation of flexor and extensor muscles of the wrist and elbow joints (Lacquaniti and Maioli, 1989) . We argued that these responses are centrally preset and, being precisely tuned to the physical parameters of ball impact, contribute significantly to limb stabilization. Under normal conditions, the estimate of impact parameters and the production of an appropriate motor response rely on visual inputs, as well as on proprioceptive, exteroceptive, and possibly auditory inputs, all interacting within the framework defined by mental set and expectation. Thus, one may ask whether and how adaptation to suppression of visual information occurs in catching behavior, provided advance information about the height of fall and the mass of the ball is given to the subject and an auditory cue signals the time of release.
A priori, the manner in which the system adapts to the suppression of a relevant sensory input might not be unique. One possibility is that the system has the capability of utilizing different sensory information to produce an invariant motor output. For example, this modality of adaptation to altered visual conditions occurs in the context of the postural control of the body during either free-fall (Greenwood and Hopkins, 1976; McKinley and Smith, 1983; Dyhre-Poulsen and Laursen, 1984) or anteroposterior translation . These studies consistently indicate that voluntary and reflex responses of limb muscles are not appreciably modified when vision is suppressed. Since these responses are greatly affected by sensory conflicts, such as those arising when the visual image is artificially stabilized (Nashner and Berthoz, 1978; Vidal et al., 1979) , one can conclude that the information provided by each sensor can be weighed in a different and context-dependent manner (cf. Talbott and Brookhart, 1980; Nashner et al., 1982) . At the extreme case, sensory cues of different origin can effectively substitute for visual cues. Sensory substitution does also occur after labyrinthectomy. In fact, both visual inputs (Putkonen et al., 1977; Lacour et al., 198 1; Maioli, 1988) and proprioceptive inputs from the neck (Dichgans et al., 1973) can substitute for the deficient vestibular inputs in the reflex control of limb, neck, or eye muscles.
A different possibility is that no such sensory substitution takes place, and adaptation to altered conditions involves, instead, a reorganization of the motor output. Motor substitution has been investigated to a lesser extent than sensory substitution as a potential mechanism of adaptation. It has recently been invoked to account for some types of eye movement adaptation to either vestibular deficits or conflicting visual-vestibular interactions (due to reversing prisms): Sequences of saccades can compensate for a nonfunctioning or inappropriate vestibuloocular reflex in the control ofgaze (Berthoz, 1988; Melvill Jones et al., 1988) . This is germane to the concept of motor equivalence, which is well established in the field of kinematic studies of multijoint coordination (see Abbs and Cole, 1987) : different motor patterns can be utilized to attain the same goal.
Here we will show that the adaptation to visual suppression involves a major change in the motor strategy utilized for catching: All the burden of stabilizing limb posture is shifted onto muscle responses which are reactive to the impulsive perturbation. Functionally, the adapted behavior is a motor equivalent of the normal behavior, since both lead to an effective performance.
Materials and Methods
In a first series of 12 experiments, the set-up and procedures were similar to those described in the preceding paper. Briefly, the subjects were asked to catch a 0.4 kg ball that was dropped from one of 3 different heights (0.4, 0.8, 1.2 m). They were seated with their arm strapped to and Mai ol i -Adaptation to Visual Suppression During Catching a goniometer, which measured elbow (0) and wrist (@J) angles. The goniometer was coupled to the shaft of a motor, thereby restricting limb motion proximal to the elbow (see Fig. 1 of Lacquaniti and Maioli, 1989) . In a second series of 4 experiments, limb motion was unconstrained. In this case, the subjects stood erect with their hand on the line of fall of the ball. The position of different limb segments was recorded by the ELITE system (Lacquaniti et al., 1987) . To this end, a 50 Hz TV camera was placed orthogonally to the plane of limb movement (sagittal plane) and monitored small reflective markers attached to the skin overlying bony landmarks at the shoulder, elbow, wrist, fifth metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint and little finger. The angles of flexion+xtension at the shoulder (a), elbow (0) wrist @), and MCP joint (\k) were computed trigonometrically from the x,y coordinates of the limb markers.
EMG activities of biceps, triceps, flexor carpi radialis (FCR), flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU), extensor carpi radialis (ECR), and extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU) were recorded in all experiments. In 2 experiments, flexor pollicis longus (FPL) was also monitored.
Experimentalprotocol. In each experiment, 2 conditions were tested: vision permitted or excluded. In the latter case, subjects were asked to close their eyes throughout the duration of each trial. The ball was dropped at a random time (l-4.5 set) after a warning tone. A second tone was presented simultaneously to ball release, except in a low percentage of the trials (< 10%) randomly selected among those in which vision was excluded. In each experiment, blocks of at least 20 consecutive trials were run for any given height of fall both in the presence and in the absence of vision, the order being randomized across experiments. Note that subjects always knew the height of fall.
Data analysis. General processing of the data was as in the previous paper. In particular, all trials, except the first 3, of each series were ensemble averaged. Quantitative analysis was always performed on these ensemble averages, except for the cases mentioned in the text.
The EMG responses following impact tended to be fractionated in multiple components. We shall define as short-latency components those occurring within the 15-40 msec interval after impact, medium-latency components those within the 40-80 msec interval, and long-latency components those within the 80-200 msec interval. Although such subdivision may be somewhat arbitrary, particularly when multiple peaks of activity merge, it helps to highlight the differences between the 2 visual conditions and to establish comparisons with other results in the literature. The mean amplitude of short-, medium-, and long-latency responses was computed over the predefined time windows and the baseline was then subtracted. The baseline was defined as the mean EMG activity over the 20 msec interval centered on impact time.
As an estimate of the tendency of limb position to oscillate, we computed the sum E of time-weighted absolute values of elbow and wrist angular velocities over the 800 msec following impact: E = 2 t( 161 + I&l).
(1)
In order to study its variations in the course of an experiment, the parameter E was computed in individual trials and converted to a standard score E':
where E and SD are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the results in the first 13 trials of each experimental series.
Results
When ball release was signaled by an acoustic tone but the subjects could not see the fall, their ability to catch the ball did not appreciably deteriorate. In fact, the trials in which subjects failed were very rare (2% of all trials). However, the kinematic and EMG patterns were drastically different from the control.
EMG activities Figure 1 shows the ensemble averages obtained in 2 experiments in which the ball fell from 0.8 m in the presence (A, C) or absence (B, D) of vision. There are marked differences between these 2 conditions with regard to both anticipatory and reflex responses. Without vision, in fact, anticipatory responses are practically absent, but the responses following the impact are larger and more prolonged than in the control.
With vision, EMG anticipatory activity consistently developed over the last 100 msec before impact in all muscles investigated and was accompanied by wrist and elbow hexion, in agreement with the previous results (Lacquaniti and Maioli, 1989) . In contrast, when vision was prevented, modulation of the EMG activity prior to impact occurred only in sporadic single trials. Due to the large intertrial variability in both amplitude and timing of such anticipatory behavior, the modulation of the EMG baseline was generally limited in the ensemble averages (see Figs. 1, B, D, 4B ). In such averages, the mean EMG amplitude over the 50 msec interval before impact was definitely smaller than in the control (pairwise Student's t test, p < 0.0 1 in each muscle; the mean ratio of values across muscles was 0.69 f 0.16 SEM, n = 6). Correspondingly, the extent of limb movement prior to impact was greatly reduced.
As for the EMG responses following impact, we shall consider separately short-, medium-, and long-latency components (see Materials and Methods). Short-latency responses of flexor and extensor muscles of the elbow and wrist joints consisted in a brisk increase of activity developing over the 15-40 msec interval after impact. Latency and mean amplitude of these responses did not differ significantly with eyes open or closed. The pattern of short-latency coactivation has been thoroughly described in the companion paper. By contrast, the short-latency responses of the FPL did differ in the 2 conditions, being much larger in the absence of vision ( Fig. 1D ) than in its presence (Fig. lc) .
Medium-latency responses (developing over the 40-80 msec interval) were only inconsistently present with vision. (For instance, a peak of activity at about 70 msec can be noted in the ECR and ECU in Fig. IA .) Without vision, prominent mediumlatency responses were consistently present in all muscles from the first trial of each experimental series. In contrast to the pattern of short-latency coactivation, medium-latency responses were most often organized reciprocally over pairs of antagonist muscles. Thus, a peak ofactivity in the biceps roughly coincided with a trough in the triceps (Figs. 1B; 5, A, C). Similarly, a sequence of increment and decrement of activity in wrist flexors coincided with opposite changes in the activity of wrist extensors (Figs. 1 B; 4B; 5, A, C). However, a more complex relationship between the patterns of activity in antagonists was present in some instances (e.g., FCU and ECU in Fig. lD) , while the cases of strict coactivation were rare (biceps and triceps in Fig. 4B ).
Not only did medium-latency responses occur more consistently in the absence of vision than in its presence, they also had a much larger amplitude (pairwise Student's t test, p < 0.001 in each muscle). For instance, the mean amplitude of biceps response was on average 25 times larger than in the control (n = 11; in 5 other experiments with vision, such mean amplitude was negative, indicating a decrement of activity below the baseline).
Long-latency responses were generally absent in the experiments in which vision was allowed. (In fact, in 84% of the cases, the mean EMG amplitude over the 80-200 msec interval was negative.) Without vision, instead, appreciable responses were generally observed in all muscles. The pattern ofthe long-latency responses was more variable among experiments than that of the medium-latency responses. It also tended to be reciprocally organized over antagonist muscles.
The histograms plotted in Figure 2 comprise the time bins of all experiments in which the EMG activity of elbow and wrist muscles after impact was significantly different (p < 0.05) from the baseline. These histograms generalize the previous observations on the different duration of the responses according to the visual conditions. In the large majority of cases, when vision was prevented, EMG activity was significantly greater than the baseline over a much more prolonged time interval than it was in the presence of vision. (This statistical analysis is not apt, however, to reveal the patterns of reciprocal activation that are associated with EMG changes above the baseline.)
Elbow and wrist kinematics Limb kinematics following ball impact also varied substantially according to whether vision was present or absent, namely, the changes in elbow and wrist angles were more oscillatory in the latter case (see Fig. 1 ). However, such differences were most pronounced about 50-100 msec after impact. Thus, pairwise Student's t tests revealed no significant differences between the 2 conditions in the peak values of the elbow and wrist torques and wrist angular velocities in extension, all occurring within the first 20 msec. In contrast, the peak angular position and velocity in extension at the elbow were significantly larger without vision than with vision. For instance, peak angular position at the elbow was 1.30 f 0.30 (n = 16) larger in the former case than in the latter.
The phase plane representation of elbow and wrist kinematics provided in Figure 3 best captures the differences between the 2 conditions. The angular velocity at the elbow is plotted versus elbow angular position in the top row of With vision, the phase plane trajectories tend to spiral towards a point of stable equilibrium which corresponds to the steadystate value of angular position and zero velocity of the elbow and wrist. Elbow trajectories obtained in the absence of vision have roughly the same shape as those obtained with vision but sweep over a larger area of the phase plane, due to the larger excursions in angular velocity and position. In contrast, the shape of wrist trajectories is clearly different in the 2 cases. The trajectories obtained in the absence of vision are characterized by a cuspidal singularity (indicated by the vertical arrowheads in Fig. 3 ). This corresponds to a point where movement transiently stops and then resumes in the same direction as before. The timing of this point varies little among experiments; on average, it occurs at 91 2 22 msec (n = 16) after impact (see also Fig. 1, B, D) As a quantitative estimate of the tendency of limb position to oscillate, we computed the sum E oftime-weighted deviations in elbow and wrist angular velocities (equation 1 in Materials and Methods). In the experiments performed in the absence of vision E was 1.23 f 0.22 greater than in the control.
Grasping
Lack of visual information involves not only a modification of the pattern of postural stabilization of elbow and wrist angular positions but also a modification of grasping. This is documented by the results presented in Figure 4 .
In this experiment unconstrained limb motion was monitored by the ELITE system (see Materials and Methods). The angles of flexion-extension at the shoulder ((u), elbow (O), wrist (a), and MCP joint (9) were then derived (see inset in Fig. 4A ). The first observation to be made is that both kinematics and EMG activities at the elbow and wrist are similar to those previously described for the experiments in which limb motion proximal to the elbow was restricted. When the upper arm was free to move, backward extension at the shoulder, along with elbow and wrist extensions, was produced by the impact.
As for the changes in MCP angle, they were very different with or without vision. With vision (Fig. 4A) , the subjects began to flex their fingers before impact to close the hand around the incoming ball. WRIST the ball on the distal part of metacarpus, due to the dynamic coupling between finger motion and metacarpus motion. Grasping was then completed within the first 100 msec after impact. By contrast, in the absence of visual information (Fig. 4B) , anticipatory motion was reduced or absent. Furthermore, the initial flexion of the fingers due to impact was soon interrupted by an extension phase and resumed only 60-80 msec after impact. Thus, grasping was completed 50-100 msec later than in the presence of vision. It should be noted that the time at which finger motion reversed from extension to flexion corresponds roughly to the times at which wrist motion is transiently halted.
Efect of surprise It could be argued that in the absence of visual information subjects are unable to preset their muscle responses and behave passively in the face of the applied perturbation. This hypothesis specifically predicts that the described reflex responses would be the same whether or not the subjects were alerted of the fall of the ball.
To test this hypothesis, in a few trials (< 10%) randomly interspersed with control trials in which vision was prevented, subjects were caught by surprise: After a random time interval from the first warning tone, the ball was released without the second tone. Figure 5 shows the results obtained in 2 such experiments. In the first (Fig. 5, A, B) , movement of the upper arm was restricted and elbow and wrist angular motions were monitored goniometrically. In the second (Fig. 5, C, D) , unconstrained limb motion was monitored by the ELITE (as in Fig.  4) . Panels A and C show ensemble averages of the control trials in which the second tone was presented simultaneously with ball release; panels B and D show the averages of the trials in which this tone was suppressed.
Both the EMG responses and the kinematics following impact are clearly different according to whether or not the subject is alerted to the release of the ball. When the tone was suppressed, the mean amplitude of the short-latency reflex responses was significantly smaller than in the control (pairwise Student's t test, p < 0.05 in each muscle; the mean ratio of values was 0.6 1 + 0.39, n = 72). Note that this difference reflects a real change in the gain of the responses, since the peak values of elbow and wrist torques (and angular velocities) did not differ significantly from the control values, nor did the prereflex EMG baseline (except in ECR and ECU, where it was smaller). Although shortlatency reflex coactivation of antagonist muscles did occur even when subjects were not alerted, the ratio between the amplitude of the responses in pairs of antagonist muscles was appreciably different from control, since the responses of extensor muscles (triceps, ECR, and ECU) were depressed to a greater extent than those of flexor muscles (biceps, FCR, and FCU). The mean amplitude of short-latency responses in extensor muscles was 0.46 f 0.53 of the corresponding value in the antagonist muscle compared with the control ratio of 0.86 f 0.92.
Both time course and amplitude of the EMG responses at latencies longer than 40 msec differed substantially from those of the control responses. However, a direct comparison between these responses cannot be made because of the very large discrepancies in the kinematics after that time. In fact, the oscillations of the angular position of elbow and wrist joints were much larger and more prolonged in time than those observed in the control. Oscillatory behavior was quantified by computing the sum of time-weighted deviations in angular velocities. In the averages involving unexpected falls, this parameter was 1.8 1 f 0.62 greater than control averages. Finally, grasping of the ball was not very effective because of the delay in the flexion of the fingers (cf. Fig. 5, C, D) , and in several instances subjects failed to catch the ball.
One can therefore conclude that, in the absence of visual information, the auditory cue on the timing of the ball's impact is indeed used to preset reflex responses that are adequate to sustain an effective catching. . Ensemble averages from an experiment in which unconstrained limb motion was monitored by the ELITE system. A 50 Hz TV camera was placed orthogonal to the sagittal plane and monitored markers attached to the shoulder, elbow, wrist, fifth metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint, and little finger. The angles of flexion-extension at the shoulder (DI), elbow (O), wrist (a) and MCP joint (@) were computed trigonometrically from the x,y coordinates of the limb markers (inset in A). For illustrative purposes only, the data were not filtered. In this experiment, the ball was dropped from 0.8 m at t = -400 msec.
Adaptive calibration of the responses
The evidence provided for the presetting of catching behavior raises the following question: Are the responses preset to a fixed value from the first trial of each experimental series, or are they instead modified adaptively in the course of an experiment? It can be recalled that the results discussed so far pertain to ensemble averages that comprise the fourth and following trials in any given series. We shall now compare the initial trials with the stationary ensembles. In Figure 6 , the changes in elbow and wrist angular positions following the impact are plotted for 10 different experiments performed in the absence of vision. The mean (+ 1 SD) of the angular changes of the ensemble averages is plotted within the hatched pattern. Each ensemble comprises 10 consecutive trials beginning with the 4th of the series; the 1st trial is plotted individually.
In contrast to the appreciable variability of limb kinematics among experiments, the variability within each ensemble average is limited, indicating stationarity of the responses. However, the results of the first trials depart significantly from the averages. Limb kinematics in such trials is markedly more oscillatory than the average.' As before, oscillatory behavior was quantified by computing the sum E of time-weighted deviations in angular velocities. On average, in the first trials of all experiments this parameter was 1.64 * 0.58 greater than in the ensemble averages.
In order to investigate the time course of the changes in oscillatory behavior, the parameter E was computed in the first 13 trials of each experiment, and the corresponding standard score derived (E' in equation 2; see Materials and Methods). The values of such standard scores have been averaged across all experiments and are plotted in Figure 7 . Only the results corresponding to the first trials differ significantly from the mean values.z Thus, adaptive calibration of the responses seems to take place in the space of one trial. ' This was so independent of whether the series of trials with eyes closed was run before or after the corresponding series with eyes open at the same height of fall.
2 The statistical analysis performed on several EMG parameters (prereflex baseline, mean amplitude of the short-, medium-, and long-latency responses) yielded no consistent trends among experiments. (Sharp and Whiting, 1974) , adaptation to visual suppression does occur, albeit with a major reorganization of the muscle responses. With vision, the bulk of the modulation of muscle activity was concentrated around impact time. Anticipatory and reflex responses of brief duration resulted in a fast damping of the limb oscillations following impact and completion of grasping within a short time. In contrast, when the subjects were alerted of ball release by an auditory cue but vision was prevented, they were unable to produce anticipatory activity consistently. Nevertheless, motor preparation, involving a preset of the responses elicited by the impact, did occur even in these cases. These responses were more com- Figure 5 . Effect of surprise. Ensemble averages from 2 experiments: in the first (A, B), movement of the upper arm was restricted and elbow and wrist angular motions were monitored goniometritally; in the second (C, D), unconstrained limb motion was monitored by the ELITE (as in Fig. 4) . In all cases, the ball was dropped from 0.8 m and vision was prevented. A and C, The ensemble averages of the control trials (n = 45) in which an acoustic tone was presented simultaneously with ball release. B and D, The averages of the trials (n = 4) in which this tone was unexpectedly suppressed, Such latter trials were randomly interspersed with the control trials.
In A and B, the traces from top to bottom correspond to elbow angle (0) and torque (T,), wrist angle (G), and torque (r,,), biceps, triceps, FCR, FCLJ, ECR, and ECU. In C and D, the traces correspond to shoulder (a), elbow(O), wrist (a), and MCP(\k) angles, biceps, triceps, FCU, and ECU.
plex and prolonged than those observed in the experiments with vision. Correspondingly, the changes in elbow, wrist, and MCP angles following impact were also more oscillatory than in the control. Nonetheless, the overall performance was adequate for catching under our experimental conditions, as demonstrated by the very rare failures.
Anticipatory responses
The anticipatory EMG activity we described is reminiscent of the coactivation pattern beginning at a fixed interval of time prior to landing from a fall or jump (Greenwood and Hopkins, 1976; McKinley and Smith, 1983; Dyhre-Poulsen and Laursen, 1984) . However, while the former is contingent upon vision, the latter is not. In fact, other sensory cues (most likely of vestibular origin), along with planning, can effectively substitute for visual cues to elicit anticipatory behavior during landing, of the auditory cue (in such cases the tone led ball release by a provided the falling height is known beforehand. The auditory few tens of milliseconds). However, we have previously argued cue on ball release supplied no equivalent substitution during that the information which is presumably needed to trigger ancatching. Perceptually, subjects appeared to be able to reach an ticipatory responses with the appropriate timing relies on conestimate of the expected duration of fall even without vision, tinuous sensory inputs providing instantaneous estimates of the since they could detect the sporadic cases of inaccurate timing time-to-contact (Lacquaniti and Maioli, 1989 ). 
Short-latency reflex responses
These responses consisted of a pattern of strict coactivation of the antagonist muscles at the elbow and wrist joints that did not differ with eyes open or closed. This pattern, as well as its putative neural substrates, has been discussed in the companion paper. The present experiments provided further evidence in favor of the contention that the reflex coactivation is centrally preset. In fact, when the auditory cue for ball release was unexpectedly suppressed in the absence of vision, the mean amplitude of the short-latency EMG responses was significantly smaller than when the subjects were alerted, as was the coactivation ratio between antagonist muscles (Fig. 5) . The considerable degradation in catching performance that occurred in such cases further emphasizes the functional significance of presetting the reflex coactivation vis-Cvis the need for limb stabilization. Note that, in contrast to the responses of wrist and elbow muscles, the short-latency responses of the FPL were much larger with eyes closed than with eyes open (Fig. 1, C, D) .
Medium-latency responses
In contrast to the short-latency responses to impact, mediumlatency responses tended to be reciprocally organized in the antagonist muscles at both the elbow and wrist joints. They share this fundamental principle of organization with the EMG responses traditionally described in load perturbation experi-ments (see Dufresne et al., 1978; Lacquaniti and Soechting, 1986a ). An unexpected result was that their amplitude was dramatically affected by the visual condition tested, being much larger in the absence of vision than in its presence. Three questions need therefore to be addressed: (1) What might be the adequate stimulus for the elicitation of such responses? (2) What might be their neural substrates? (3) How can the visual conditions influence their amplitude? Different hypotheses will be herein considered. First, the contact forces resulting from the impact of the ball on the hand might be encoded in the output of cutaneous receptors and represent the adequate stimulus for the mediumlatency EMG responses. While this hypothesis may apply to the responses of FPL (Cole and Abbs, 1987; Johansson and Westling, 1987) , it is unlikely for the responses of wrist and elbow muscles. In fact, the distribution of the EMG responses elicited by means ofelectrical or mechanical stimulation of skin afferents from the hand is essentially limited to hand muscles; moreover, the responses in antagonist muscles are nonreciprocal (Caccia et al., 1973) .
The adequate stimulus for the medium-latency responses of wrist and elbow muscles is presumably represented by the changes in kinematic variables (e.g., angular velocity) or dynamic variables (torque) at the elbow and wrist joints following the impact. Indeed, when a torque motor perturbation is applied to a single limb segment and motion of the other segments is restricted, the direction and amplitude of the medium-latency responses are strongly correlated with those of the preceding changes in the angular velocity (Dufresne et al., 1979; Gottlieb and Agarwal, 1979; Jaeger et al., 1982) . Negative feedback of the rate of change of muscle length provided by muscle spindles (Matthews and Stein, 1969; Poppele and Bowman, 1970) has been implicated to account for such responses. More recently, the EMG responses to load perturbations of the upper limb have been investigated under conditions in which angular motion at the shoulder and elbow joints is permitted (Lacquaniti and Soechting, 1986a, b) . Under such conditions, the average amplitude of the "early" responses (latency of about 40 msec) is best correlated with the average changes in angular velocity, while that of the "late" responses (latency of about 80 msec) is best correlated with the average changes in net torque resulting from the perturbation (Soechting and Lacquaniti, 1988) .
In the present experiments, since the perturbation acted distally to the wrist joint and about orthogonally to both the hand and the forearm, the main changes in angular velocity at the elbow and wrist resulting from the impact were in the same direction (extension) as the changes in torque. Thus, we cannot dissociate the effect of kinematics from that of dynamics; the reciprocal EMG responses we observed appear compatible with feedback of either angular velocity or torque (a net change of velocity and torque towards extension leading to activation of flexor muscles and disfacilitation of extensor muscles). However, the large difference in amplitude of such responses according to the visual conditions cannot be explained by considering only elbow and wrist kinematics or dynamics, whose amplitude and time course over the first 50-100 msec after impact varied only to a limited extent in the 2 conditions (see Fig. 1 ).
In contrast to elbow and wrist kinematics, MCP kinematics differed markedly according to the visual conditions present during the first 80 msec after impact (see Fig. 4 ). While monotonic Ilexion of the fingers occurred with vision, triphasic changes (flexion-extension-flexion) occurred without vision. One might therefore hypothesize that finger extension leads to excitation of a-motoneurons of flexor muscles at the wrist and elbowjoints and inhibition of those of extensor muscles. For instance, this might be due to the heteronymous connections from Ia and II spindle afferents from finger muscles (Clough et al., 1968) .
Nonautogenetic feedback has previously been implicated to account for the EMG responses of monoarticular elbow muscles evoked by load perturbations applied to the upper limb free to move (Lacquaniti and Soechting, 1986b) . Such responses depend, in fact, on elbow and shoulder angular motion. However, kinematic studies of intentional movements of the upper limb (reaching and drawing) have demonstrated that the control of distal joints (wrist and fingers) is separate from that of proximal joints (shoulder and elbow): while shoulder and elbow angular motions are tightly coupled, motion at the distal joints is largely uncoupled from the motion at the proximal joints (Lacquaniti and Soechting, 1982; Lacquaniti et al., 1987) . Thus, it is unlikely that the reflex control of elbow and wrist muscles during catching can be influenced by finger motion to the extent required to explain the large difference in the magnitude of the responses in the 2 visual conditions.
In sum, it appears that the mechanical factors per se can hardly account for such a difference. Instead, one has to assume that the gain of the medium-latency responses is differently preset by central processes, being larger in the absence of vision than in its presence. Task-dependent variations of the gain of medium-latency EMG responses evoked by load perturbations are known; for instance, the gain is larger when subjects are instructed to resist the perturbation than when they do not resist (Hammond, 1956; Marsden et al., 1976; Dufresne et al., 1979; Jaeger et al., 1982) . In a similar vein, the increment of the amplitude of medium-latency responses during catching without vision would depend on the intended goal of stabilizing limb posture in the absence of anticipatory muscle stiffening. Visual inputs might influence on line the excitability of a-motoneurons (Anderson et al., 1972) . Such an influence has been postulated to account for the depression of medium-latency EMG responses of ankle extensors during free-fall with stabilized vision . Note, however, that the nature of the visuospinal influences involved in the 2 cases would be clearly different (facilitation of EMG responses by normal visual inputs during postural perturbations, as opposed to the depression postulated in the present case).
Long-latency responses
The latency of these responses makes them comparable to the "late" responses that have been described in elbow and shoulder muscles during multijoint limb perturbations (Lacquaniti and Soechting, 1986b; Soechting and Lacquaniti, 1988) . These "late" responses have been shown to depend on a negative feedback of net joint torques. However, it should be noted that, when the perturbation is predictable (as in the present experiments), reaction-time contributions cannot be ruled out. In fact, the variability in the pattern and amplitude of the responses we observed is more typical of the latter than of reflex responses (see Houk, 1978) .
Also these EMG responses were gated as a function of the visual condition, being appreciable only without vision. The different preset of these responses according to the task is in agreement with the well-known dependence of the amplitude of long-latency responses on central set (Houk, 1978; Jaeger et (Nashner and Berthoz, 1978) .
Adaptive calibration of the responses The present study shed no light on the neural mechanisms underlying the presetting of the muscle responses elicited by the ball's impact. Multiple processes are presumably at play in modifying the parameters (gain and dynamics) of responses having different latencies and neural substrates (see Terzuolo et al., 198 1) . Whatever the specific nature of these processes, 2 points can be made about their operational properties. First, the control of response parameters is likely to be time-varying. Thus, as demonstrated when the second tone was suppressed (Fig. 5) , the changes in the reflex excitability of a-motoneurons, which are required for effective catching, were not set up from the beginning of a trial but were contingent upon the arrival of sensory cues on the timing of the fall. Considering previous studies on the time-varying properties of myotatic responses during simple tasks (Soechting et al., 1981) , one might speculate that the response parameters change with a time course that is related to the expected time of impact. This hypothesis is amenable to experimental verification. The second point concerns the adaptive changes of the responses in the course of an experiment. The general pattern of the EMG responses was switched from that characteristic of catching with vision (consisting of anticipatory activity and brief reflex responses) to that characteristic of catching without vision (no anticipatory activity and prolonged responses to impact) with the very first trial of each experiment. However, the responses produced without vision were presumably calibrated adaptively. In fact, the limb oscillations induced by the impact were significantly larger in the first trial than in the following trials (Figs. 6, 7) . One has therefore to assume that changes appropriate to damping limb oscillations took place in the amplitude and time course of the EMG responses after the first trial (although the EMG parameters we considered did not reveal consistent trends).
We suggest the following as one possible scheme of organization ofthis adaptive system. An internal model ofthe dynamic interaction that is expected to occur between the falling ball and the limb is constructed based on a priori knowledge. The response of the model to the actual disturbance is compared with the mechanical response of the limb to produce an error signal. This error is subsequently used (1) to calibrate the parameters of the reflex controller and (2) to update the model. This scheme belongs to the class of "model reference adaptive systems" (see Astrbm, 1983) . The present data indicate that, initially, the model does not accurately predict the desired performance, possibly because of an erroneous estimate of ball momentum. This estimate, in fact, can be based only on a prior knowledge of the height of the drop and the mass of the ball, without the supplementary information on ball velocity which is provided by visual feedback (Lacquaniti and Maioli, 1989) . Kinesthetic and cutaneous information obtained during the first trial can be used to correct the estimate and achieve the desired performance in subsequent trials.
